I. Introduction

1. This joint submission was drawn up by the Austrian NGO Platform on Human Rights, “United Action at the United Nations”, created for this purpose. It consists of 270 NGOs (see Annex 1), coordinated by the Austrian League for Human Rights. The report is supported by a further 90 organizations (see Annex 2); overall roughly 360 organizations.

2. The platform was established on the basis of an information event, supported by the Ombudsman Office, which was attended by roughly 100 participants from NGOs, politics and academia in September 2009. The Ministry for Foreign Affairs back then advocated for active participation of civil society in the government’s UPR preparations and announced a UPR-road map for spring 2010, which is still inexistent. A consultation process with support by academic human rights institutes was initiated only in late June 2010. This course of action confirms NGOs’ call for fundamental improvement of civil society participation in Austrian human rights policy. Currently, there is a lack of clear and coordinated structures for qualitative, result oriented and evaluation-based participation of civil society.

   → Establishment of a transparent, structured and regular NGO dialogue based on the government’s decision “Standards for Public Participation”

II. Summary

3. Structural human rights deficits are a primary concern, highlighting significant need for reforms: the absence of a national human rights institution, the lack of ascertaining human rights as a cross-cutting issue, the handling of equal opportunities for women, refugees, migrants, minorities, children, LGBT or persons with disabilities. In spite of participation in international monitoring mechanisms, concrete, efficient and systematic implementation of international recommendations is wanting. While the protection of human rights is a factor in Austria’s international policy, systematic implementation of the human rights based approach at national level is lacking, despite frequent commitments to the 1993 Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action.

   → Structural and specific action in various areas to implement the fundamental principle of „all human rights for all“

III. Background and Framework

A. Scope of international obligations

4. The platform demands the adoption of the following treaties:

   → Signature and ratification: UN Convention on the Rights of All Migrant Workers, Optional Protocol to the Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights

5. Austria has ratified most treaties with a series of reservations, which are outdated or contradict international law and have repeatedly been criticized by UN bodies.

→ Withdrawal of reservations to UN treaties

B. Constitutional and legislative framework

6. In spite of amendment initiatives, discussions about constitutional and administrative reforms respectively as well as recommendations by international bodies, various human rights are not recognized by the Constitution: e.g. child rights, economic and social rights, the right to asylum or a general prohibition of discrimination. Austria adopts UN treaties with implementation provisos (Article 50 (2) Constitutional Act) and fails to transform them into national law, rendering direct application impossible. This is also evident from jurisprudence, where UN standards are by and large ignored. The rights catalogue of the ECHR is enshrined as part of the Constitution and therefore has to be directly applied by courts and administrative bodies. There is no comprehensive set of fundamental rights.

7. The lack of consideration of human rights as a cross-cutting issue in legislation and administration compounds to a structural problem. Because the examination by the Constitutional Court is ex-post-facto, the non-compliance of draft legislation with fundamental rights is often tolerated until a possible repeal by the Court. A further issue is the fragmented and confusing nature of rules and competences in areas such as social and juvenile welfare or aliens- and anti-discrimination law, which is also due to federalism. This leads to legal uncertainty, lack in legal protection and injustice, e.g. due to the place of residence.

→ Enactment of a comprehensive fundamental rights catalogue in the Constitution
→ National implementation of UN treaties in accordance with Art 50 (2) Constitutional Act
→ Enshrining of human rights as a cross-cutting issue for legislation and administration
→ Reform and unification of fragmented legislation

C. Institutional and human rights infrastructure

8. Austria has numerous institutions, which are among others in charge of the protection and promotion of human rights. Their independence, efficiency, resources, public profile and regional distribution, however, are highly improvable. Austria has no independent national human rights institution based on the Paris Principles. Discussions about a reform of the Human Rights Advisory Board in order to establish a national preventive mechanism (NPM) based on OP-CAT raise doubts about the independence and resources of the new body. There is no Article 16 (3) CRPD authority. A number of academic human rights institutes carry out excellent work but they can neither replace a human rights institution nor should their work be compared to advocacy work of NGOs.

9. Human rights coordinators have been named in various federal ministries and provincial governments; their role, mandate, resources and influence remain unclear. The coordination of human rights rests with the Federal Chancellery; the Ministry for Foreign Affairs has a department for human rights issues. The human rights competence of the federal and provincial governments is unclear, the establishment of human rights as a cross-cutting issue is lacking completely.

→ Establishment of a national human rights institution based on the Paris Principles
Establishment of a NPM/OP-CAT\textsuperscript{21} as well as an Article 16 (3) CRPD authority

Creation and strengthening of clear structures for human rights in the executive, judiciary and legislative branches at the federal and provincial level

D. Policy measures

10. Due to a lack of awareness about the human rights based approach in the political sphere, policy measures in the area of human rights are uncoordinated and incoherent. The paradigm shift from welfare to a rights based approach in social policy is not implemented. A national action plan for human rights as well as thematic action plans on anti-racism, human rights education, CEDAW, CRPD or prevention of violence, particularly for women, is wanting.\textsuperscript{22} The lack of human rights awareness is also evident in weak public discourse and flaws in systematic human rights education.

- Implementation of the human rights based paradigm
- National action plan on human rights\textsuperscript{23} as well as thematic action plans
- Measures for awareness raising and systematic human rights education
- Adequate financial resources for NGOs for infrastructure and capacity building purposes

IV. Promotion and protection of human rights

A. Cooperation with human rights mechanisms

11. Whereas Austria in principle cooperates well with international monitoring mechanisms, it does occasionally report late. Follow-up and implementation of international recommendations are insufficient. The Concluding Observations and Views of Committees are neither translated, nor widely disseminated, nor are they regarded as binding; they therefore have no repercussions at the national level compare, e.g. CCPR\textsuperscript{24} and CEDAW.\textsuperscript{25}

- Structured and sustainable follow-up of recommendations with civil society participation
- Translation, dissemination and implementation of international recommendations
- Strengthening of public discourse about international human rights mechanisms

B. Implementation of international human rights obligations

1. Equality and non-discrimination

12. Austrian societal structures are dominated by patriarchal patterns and stereotypes. Equality for women and equal opportunities for migrants, refugees, minorities, particularly Roma, children, persons with disabilities and LGBT are not fulfilled.\textsuperscript{26} Anti-discrimination legislation is confusing, scattered over various federal and provincial laws and provides varying degrees of protection for different grounds of discrimination\textsuperscript{27} in the areas of work, access to goods and services, social security and education. The hierarchy of grounds of discrimination creates injustice, leads to legal uncertainty and hinders access to justice.\textsuperscript{28} The risk of high legal fees compounds the enforcement of rights in court. Protection of ethnic groups is inconsistent and discriminates individual ethnic groups\textsuperscript{29} as well as various members of ethnic groups. Equality bodies, such as the Equal Treatment Commission and the Ombud for Equal Treatment are insufficiently resourced and lack independence.\textsuperscript{30}

13. Societal perceptions of women, foreigners, migrants, asylum seekers, LGBT and persons with disabilities is formed through political commentary, media coverage and advertisement, which utilizes clichés, confirms stereotypes and compounds role images.\textsuperscript{31} Social barriers are strengthened and equal opportunities abated. This furthers the undermining of the social
status of women\textsuperscript{32} (which results in an average wage gap of 18\%)\textsuperscript{33} as well as openly xenophile resentment against foreigners, migrants, asylum seekers and Muslims.\textsuperscript{34} Public discourse tends to use the cliché of „problems with foreigners“ as a problem or threat of „Islamization.“ In addition to Muslims it is particularly Africans who are bullied, harassed and openly discriminated against.\textsuperscript{35} There are indications that structural racism is prevalent in administrative practice, it is manifest in the police force.\textsuperscript{36} Persons with disabilities tend to be portrayed as needy of charity; this is also due to a donation campaign supported by public broadcasting.\textsuperscript{37}

→ Revision and harmonization of anti-discrimination laws to ensure equal protection on all grounds of discrimination for all areas of life\textsuperscript{38}
→ Country-wide improvement of the resources and competencies of equality bodies\textsuperscript{39} as well as improved access to courts (e.g. sharing of legal fees)
→ Awareness raising on equality and equal opportunities, particularly for political leadership
→ Measures against Islamophobia and structural racism (e.g. National Action Plan)

2. Right to life, liberty and security of the person

14. The flawed implementation of the Protection from Domestic Violence Act through shortcomings in the collection of evidence leads to insufficient prosecution and frequent acquittals. Criminal charges for the violation of immediate injunctions are partly improvable; the CEDAW Committee has found flaws in the imposition of custody.\textsuperscript{40} Judgements reveal a lack of information by judges on the causes and consequences of violence against women.\textsuperscript{41} Despite pertinent guidelines health care services frequently fail to recognize injuries sustained from violence.\textsuperscript{42} Dependency on spouses for a residence permit decreases the level of protection from violence for migrant women.\textsuperscript{43}

15. In spite of a legal prohibition of corporal punishment, children are exposed to violence in various areas (e.g. family, school, private and church institutions); the prevention and appraisal of incidences of violence is flawed due to a lack of cooperation among the involved institutions.\textsuperscript{44} There is a lack of data, systematic identification and care for victims of child trafficking and child prostitution.\textsuperscript{45}

16. Persons with disabilities, particularly women and girls with disabilities, especially those with intellectual impairments, are frequently victims of (also sexual) violence. This is also due to the stereotype of being “a-sexual”, which prevents persons with disabilities from receiving adequate sex education and is compounded by living arrangements in e.g. institutions, which abet violence structurally.

17. The 2010 reform of the Hospitalization Act (“Unterbringungsrecht”) eliminates the second psychiatric expert assessment evaluating the psychic impairment, the degree of endangerment for others and the lack of alternative means of care, due to a shortage of expert personnel. The degree of endangerment can now be assessed with a pro-futuro “estimate”, which makes the prolongation of the treatment possible.

18. Problems in criminal detention are largely due to a shortage of personnel.\textsuperscript{46} The closing of the Juvenile Court in 2003 has weakened the standards of detention for juveniles.\textsuperscript{47} Asylum seekers in detention pending deportation are held in police detention centers - for up to 10 months without regular ex-officio review of remand - largely in closed cells without any
occupation. Medical services by police doctors ("AmtsärztInnen") acting on instructions of public authorities are inadequate.

19. The Criminal Code lacks a provision against torture. The usage of electroshock weapons ("Taser") is partially permissible in detention facilities and generally allowed as a "less dangerous weapon" for police, where it is also in use; the inadequate evaluation of the perilousness in the license procedure was heavily criticized, the usage in detention facilities is opposed internationally. In 2008 1.850 export licenses were issued for weapons, the War Material Act ("Kriegsmaterialiengesetz") does not conform with international standards; the Foreign Trade Act ("Außenhandelsgesetz") has a loophole on smooth-bore weapons.

   → Improvement of implementation measures to increase protection from violence
   → Creation of open, adequate administrative measures for asylum seekers
   → Introduction of a criminal provision prohibiting torture in accordance with CAT
   → General prohibition of usage of "Taser"-weapons

3. Administration of justice and the rule of law

20. Structural independence is lacking: The latest reforms have transferred tasks from the independent judiciary to the public prosecutors, who are subject to directives from the Minister for Justice; thus the dependency on the Ministry for Justice has increased further. Structural problems are also compounded by a lack of judges, public prosecutors and administrative staff in the judiciary. This also has repercussions for the handling of complex corporate crime cases with political implications. The slow progress of some of these cases as well as the publication of draft directives of the Ministry for Justice in cases, which also involved political leadership figures, have raised doubts about transparency standards as well as the implementation of rule of law principles and increase the appearance of fraudulent tendencies.

21. Cases of sexist or racist trials or judgements are a given. Human rights, equality and gender issues are part of the curriculum for judges’ training, however, they are not sufficiently included in continued education of incumbent judges. Structural issues also mar the provision of adequate interpretation services, including sign language interpretation. The selection, role and weight given to the work of court experts are criticized regularly.

22. The application of a provision against criminal organizations - Section 278a Criminal Code - to a group of animal rights activists (trial pending) has opened a discussion on the precision of the provision, its compliance with rule of law principles and its basic purpose.

23. Various findings of the Constitutional Court, which determined violations of the 1955 State Treaty (two official languages, bilingual topography) and grave shortcomings in rule of law principles, have not been implemented in spite of continued political discussions.

24. The establishment of the Asylum Court in 2008 nullified the possibility to appeal to the Higher Administrative Court; a resort open to all other administrative proceedings. The abolishment of the Juvenile Court has weakened the trial standards for juveniles. Attempts to reform the administrative jurisdiction to conform with “tribunals” in line with Article 6 ECHR have repeatedly failed.

25. As of June 1, 2010 journalists, attorneys and psychiatrists can be observed acoustically and visually, contrary to their professional secrecy and their right to refuse testimony in trials
according to the Code of Criminal Procedure. Following the launch of **wiretapping and eavesdropping measures**, a large scale police operation in 1999 ("Operation Spring") led to a lengthy court procedure concerning allegations of an international drug cartel, which only ended in 2005; questions concerning the safeguarding of the rule of law remain open.

26. The first inquiry and establishment of evidence in the aftermath of allegations of ill-treatment by police are not conducted by an independent office; there is no independent body to monitor police action. Public prosecutors tend to dismiss criminal inquiries against police staff; of 1,047 complaints on grounds of ill-treatment and similar arguments against security personnel only two ended with a conviction. In addition to excess use of force, particularly against Africans, verbal transgressions are a given: ,,Kofi Annan is the only of your leaders who is not a f**** dealer“, etc. The course of action with alleged human rights violations is exemplified by the inadequate compensation for torture victim Bakary J., lacking police protection for the murdered Umar Israilov in January 2009 as well as flawed independence in examining the fatal use of a weapon against a juvenile in August 2009.

→ Measures to further strengthen the independence of the judiciary, restructuring and increase of resources also in the field of corporate crimes
→ Awareness raising and mandatory training on human rights for the judiciary
→ Upholding of rule of law principles in legislation, implementation of High Court judgements and judicial reform
→ Independent inquiry bodies for cases of police ill-treatment and adequate handling of cases of ill-treatment (including compensation)

4. **Right to privacy, marriage and family life**

27. **Migrants**, particularly partners of migrants are wronged due to the fact that family reunification ("Familiennachzug") requires an income above the minimum level of existence. This concerns also Austrians and their foreign partners. The same problem arises in the context of the income requirement to apply for citizenship, where older women and mothers of multiple children are disadvantaged. A quota system for family reunification is in place, which has been criticized repeatedly. **Asylum seekers** are limited in their mobility by predetermined places of accommodation, sometimes located in very remote areas.

28. **Lesbians and gays** have a right to a registered partnership, which does not include the same set of rights as a marriage. Lesbians and gays do not have a possibility to adopt children, including stepchildren; they are also barred from reproductive medical assistance. The denial of a legal relationship to their partner’s child also violates child rights.

29. The desire of women with disabilities, particularly those with intellectual impairments, to have children, is a taboo issue. **Persons with disabilities**, particularly those with severe impairments, are denied a choice over their living arrangement due to a lack of assistive support systems and access to adequate financial resources. Frequently, living in an institution is the only option, also due to the lack of a comprehensive personal assistance scheme.

30. **Surveillance** in public space is standard, including the establishment of video-controlled “protection zones.” The right to privacy is continuously undermined in the area of **data protection**; judicial oversight and other monitoring mechanisms are insufficient. A draft law foresees the reversal of a principle storage prohibition and obligations to delete into a general obligation to store data.
Protection of the right to family life for migrants (abolishment of quota system for family reunification)\textsuperscript{69}

Rights for same-sex partnerships according to international standards

Development of comprehensive personal assistance for persons with disabilities

Measures to protect human rights in surveillance schemes

5. Freedom of expression and peaceful assembly

31. A high level of media concentration compounds to a structural problem, as a select few publishers have secured market dominance, also with public support (media endowment).\textsuperscript{70} The media’s contribution to an “ethnicisation” of criminal acts by way of sensationalist coverage has been criticized internationally.\textsuperscript{71} The lack of quality standards also concerns the inadequate communication accessibility where norms on Braille, subtitles, sign languages, voice-over and other alternative forms of communication are missing.

32. There is an alarming degree of hate speech. Targets are particularly foreigners, migrants, asylum seekers and minorities (Carinthian Slovenes). In a 2006 campaign a political party vowed that “Carinthia will be monolingual.”\textsuperscript{72} Election campaigns use slogans such as „home instead of Islam“. Other statements by political figure-heads such as “the rule of law is one thing, the healthy public sentiment (‘Volksempfinden’) is another”\textsuperscript{73} or “I will open a bottle of champagne, when the Israeli Ambassador won’t be in Vienna anymore,”\textsuperscript{74} expose tendencies and have no consequences. Anti-Semitic tendencies prevail.\textsuperscript{75} The application - and especially non-application - of the provision against hate speech,\textsuperscript{76} which does not include religion and belief, age, sex, sexual orientation or disability, is a cause of concern.

33. Austria’s obligations in line with ILO Conventions No. 87 and No. 98\textsuperscript{77} protecting the right to strike are strained by developments, which strengthen economic liberties over trade union rights.\textsuperscript{78}

6. Right to work and to just and favourable conditions of work

34. Structural issues are largely due to an average 18% lower wage level for women.\textsuperscript{79} In addition to patriarchal societal patterns, the lack of childcare facilities is a significant factor in the insufficient realization of equal opportunities in the labour market. Part time jobs for women, precarious working conditions with systemic tendencies particularly in the construction sector, and high levels of youth unemployment are increasing problems; also, the amount of “working poor” has increased.\textsuperscript{80} Access to the employment market is wrought with difficulties for young migrants and Muslima wearing headscarves. Asylum seekers have no right to work and de facto no chance for vocational training, further increasing the risk of poverty and inadequate integration.

35. According to a judgement of the High Court (“Oberster Gerichtshof”) sex work is “immoral”; Section 216 Criminal Code renders the conclusion of work contracts impossible. Insufficient labour rights, flawed social security protection and a compounding of stigma, which can result in exclusion from society, are some of the consequences. Federalist
structures lead to scattered and varying regulations of sex work; administrative charges are disproportionately high, whereas the use of sex workers’ services is exempt from punishment.

36. 19,000 persons, particularly with intellectual impairments, work in “sheltered workshops”, without social security and income; the introduction of inclusive employment, particularly by providing comprehensive personal assistance, is lacking.\textsuperscript{81} Working conditions for criminal prisoners, particularly the cession to private entities, are problematic.\textsuperscript{82}

→ Implementation of the recommendations of CEDAW and CESCR on the right to work
→ Promotion of the participation of socially and economically marginalized groups, persons in precarious work, juveniles, „working poor“ and migrants
→ Right to work for asylum seekers
→ Establishment of inclusive employment for persons with disabilities

7. Right to social security and to an adequate standard of living
37. Approximately 1 Million persons live on the margins of poverty, approximately half are impoverished.\textsuperscript{83} The paradigm shift from charity to the human rights based approach is not implemented. Social security for older women is inadequate due to a lack of recognition of unpaid domestic and care work; many only have a right to a minimum pension, often below the poverty line.\textsuperscript{84} The social security of migrants is also inadequate.\textsuperscript{85} The so-called „basic services” for asylum seekers provide insufficient financial support.\textsuperscript{86} Sex workers are not protected by social security.

38. Social assistance acts of the provinces („Länder“) provide varying standards and leave too much leverage for authorities. The application is flawed and violates the law; social service agencies frequently provide inaccurate information.\textsuperscript{87} Oral decisions render an appeal impossible. The amount of social assistance often does not cover the margin of existence;\textsuperscript{88} many potential beneficiaries void their application due to fear of potential regress.

39. Access to social housing is below international standards.\textsuperscript{89} Data on homelessness are in need of improvement\textsuperscript{90} to enable targeted measures.\textsuperscript{91} The living arrangements of women after divorce are a cause of concern, particularly in areas with high rent. Health care services, especially for children and juveniles do not take age-related risks adequately into account; there is a lack of therapy possibilities.\textsuperscript{92} The fight against child poverty is marred by a lack of coordination; there is no minimum income for children.\textsuperscript{93} Recently a number of begging prohibitions were enacted,\textsuperscript{94} justified, among others with the need to protect the “subjective sense of security” of the majority population.

40. Structural shortcomings in social work and juvenile welfare, compounded by a lack of resources, were recently made obvious in the “Fritzl case”, where the biological daughter was raped and held in slavery in a cellar together with her children for years.

→ Establish a human rights based approach in social policy
→ Introduction of a minimum wage, which covers minimum existence and is rights based
→ Repeal of the begging prohibitions and effective measures against poverty
→ Increase of resources and human rights standards in juvenile welfare and social work

8. Right to education
41. The education system, understood here as covering life-long learning, is marred by a number of barriers: social access to higher education is not ensured because the primary
school system segregates based on social attributes. There are separate education institutions for persons with “special pedagogical education needs,” who in principle do not have a right to education beyond the 8th grade. Cutbacks in resources have lowered the standards for primary and tertiary education. The inclusion of migrants is insufficient, leading to a ghettoization in schools. Possibilities of minorities and deaf people to acquire minority languages are inadequate. There is a clear preference for particular foreign languages. The amount of functionally illiterate persons is estimated to be 300,000 minimum. Human rights education is not a crosscutting issue, if implemented it is unsystematic and uncoordinated both in schools as well as in vocational training, particularly the public sector.

→ Reform of the education system and safeguarding of social inclusion and accessibility
→ Increase of the education budget in the primary and tertiary sector to 7% GNP
→ Establishment and promotion of Austrian sign language as language of instruction
→ Mandatory human rights education in all areas of education, particularly in the public sector, also by way of a National Action Plan for human rights education

9. Minorities

42. The inconsistent protection of minority rights and the inadequate implementation of the 1955 State Treaty, which undermines the right to organise independently, the right to use minority languages, adequate education in and promotion of minority culture, among others, are the basic structural issues in this area. Various findings of the Constitutional Court are not implemented. Ethnic group rights are allotted based on “historic settlement rights”, urbanization and rural depopulation are not taken into account. Various ethnic groups, among them Poles and Yenische are not recognized. The promotion of Austrian sign languages and deaf culture is insufficient; despite recognition in the Constitution, bilingual education and sign language interpreters are lacking. While there is a high representation of different colloquial languages, there are no corresponding services.

→ Implementation of the 1955 State Treaty and the Constitutional Court jurisprudence on minorities
→ Unification of the Ethnic minority rights based on the 2009 expert draft
→ Promotion of sign languages and deaf culture

10. Migrants, refugees and asylum seekers

43. Access to asylum procedures is significantly impaired by the restrictive application of the EU „Dublin II“ Directive; deportation to countries, which do not provide adequate protection and decent accommodation are commonplace. Asylum proceedings are complicated and difficult to understand; effective legal protection, particularly in detention pending deportation (police custody) is not ensured due to short appeal periods and lack of independent legal counsel. These procedural shortcomings are compounded by the establishment of the Asylum Court and the subsequent abolition of recourse to the Higher Administrative Court.

44. The latest amendment of the Asylum and Aliens law in 2009 further augmented the grounds for imposing detention pending deportation (“Schubhaft”). Independent social and legal counselling services have gradually been replaced by a partial “return preparation service.” Detention pending deportation is implemented in police detention centres, which are unfit for an administrative measure of this sort. Minors are also held in detention, often without access to legal counselling and due consideration of alternative measures.
regular age assessments by medical (radiological) means have been initiated; there is frequently inadequate information or lack of appropriate explanation of the risks involved, the method’s scientific validity is highly disputed. \(^{108}\) Victims of human trafficking are in many cases not recognized as such and therefore also subject to detention pending deportation.

45. The structural disadvantages of migrants are largely due to the lack of a clear immigration system. Migration policy is limited to a few “key workers”, whose skills are needed for the employment market as well as a small quota for family reunification. \(^{109}\) Persons without a residence permit who often have lived in the country for years and have developed family ties, are frequently deported without due consideration of their family or private interests. This includes asylum seekers whose application has been pending for up to eight years. The Constitutional Court’s ruling on a “right to stay” (“Bleiberecht”) is not implemented; \(^ {110}\) asylum seekers have to provide a declaration by third parties vouching for the security of existence for three years. Aliens regulations are extremely complex, causing massive shortcomings in legal security (compare e.g. the different responsibilities and levels of appeal in case of deportation in the context of the “right to stay”). The reform of the Citizenship Act has largely increased the residency requirement to 15 years, language tests and tests on “basic democratic knowledge” were also introduced.

→ Improvement of the legal protection in asylum proceedings (appeal to Higher Administrative Court)
→ Abolition of detention pending deportation for asylum seekers, particularly victims of human trafficking; independent social- and legal counselling \(^ {111}\)
→ Amendment of the asylum and aliens legislation in line with international standards
→ Migration and integration policy based on human rights obligations (e.g. “right to stay” for long-term residents, right of residence for victims of human trafficking)

11. International Cooperation
46. Austria’s ODA is 0,3% of the GNP, it includes disproportionate levels of debt relief, peace keeping operations, scholarships and exchange programmes for foreign students as well as the costs of care for asylum seekers. \(^ {112}\) Targeted promotion of women in the context of ODA is inadequate. \(^ {113}\) The status of humanitarian aid is too low, it is fragmented and under resourced. \(^ {114}\) The exemplary implementation plan for Security Council Resolution S/RES/1325 (2000) \(^ {115}\) is poorly implemented. Measures in the context of Millennium Development Goal # 6 (HIV/AIDS) contradict the „New Guidelines 2009“, \(^ {116}\) accessibility for an inclusion of persons with disabilities is not ensured. \(^ {117}\)

47. Policy coherence is in need of vast improvement: Austria’s CO₂ Emissions have increased significantly – contrary to international obligations, \(^ {118}\) the awarding of export loans is not transparent and does not follow human rights, social or environmental standards, \(^ {119}\) potential negative consequences of trade agreements are no assessed.

→ Increase of ODA to 0,7% GNP, reduction of indirect measures
→ Implementation of cross-cutting issues such as gender, children and accessibility in ODA
→ Establishment of indicators for policy coherence and road map for fulfilment
1 Coordination of the Platform: Austrian League for Human Rights, Mariahilfer Strasse 1d/13, A-1060 Vienna, Austria, www.liga.or.at, upr@liga.or.at.

2 Due to membership in different NGO networks some organizations may be listed multiply.


4 Lesbian, Gay, Bi-sexuals and Transgender.

5 Compare, among others, the pledges and commitments of the Austrian Federal Government for the candidacy to the Human Rights Council in 2011.

6 See further Report by the Commissioner for Human Rights, Mr. Hammarberg, on his visit to Austria, CommDH(2007)26, 12 Dec 2007, recommendation 1; CESCR, E/C.12/AUT/CO/3, para 33; CAT/C/AUT/CO/4-5, para 28; CERD/C/AUT/CO/17, para 27; CEDAW/C/AUT/CO/6, para 33.

7 CERD, CCPR, OP-CCPR, CEDAW, CAT, CRC.

8 The reservations include Article 4 (a), (b) and (c) CERD; Articles 9, 10(3), 12(4), 14, 19, 21, 22, 26 CCPR; CCPR First Optional Protocol; Article 11 CEDAW; Articles 5 and 15 CAT; Articles 13, 15, and 17 CRC.

9 Cf e.g. CRC/C/15/Add.251, para 7; CEDAW/C/AUT/CO/6, para 4.

10 E.g. in the context of a plan for constitutional reform (Austrian Convent), which foresaw the constitutional recognition of child rights and social rights, but ultimately failed (cf www.konvent.gv.at).


12 Article 50 B-VG (Constitutional Act):

(1) The conclusion of
1. Political treaties and treaties, which result in legislative amendments or legislative additions and which do not fall under Article 16 (2), as well as
2. State Treaties, which alter the contractual basis of the European Union, require the sanction of the House of Representatives.

(2) For State Treaties under Para (1) lit (1) the following applies in addition:
1. If a State Treaty foresees a simplified modification, such a modification does not require the sanction of the House of Representatives in line with Para (1), save that the House of Representatives has reserved the right to do so;
2. State Treaties in accordance with Para (1) lit (1) require the sanction of the Federal Council inasmuch as they modify the independent sphere of the Länder;
3. On the occasion of ratification of State Treaties the House of Representative can define the extent to which the State Treaty has to be implemented by legislation.

13 Exception thereto is e.g. the Federal Constitutional Act on the Elimination of racial discrimination, BGBl. 390/1973, which transforms CERD.

14 Compare the repeated refusal to acknowledge the rights enshrined in the CCPR as binding (e.g. case Perterer); see further: CESCR, E/C.12/AUT/CO/3, para 8.

15 Compare for example the jurisprudence by the Constitutional Court related to Asylum and Alien legislation.

16 Compare the Austrian Ombudsman Board, two regional Ombudsman Offices, Human Rights Advisory Board, Equal Treatment Commission, Ombud for Equal Treatment, Ombudsman for persons with disabilities, Anti-discrimination bodies of the “Länder”, Data Protection Commission, Child and Youth Ombudspersons of the “Länder”, Patient Advocate, Monitoring Committee for the CRPD.


18 Compare the commitment stated during the exchange of views with the CAT Committee, May 5/6, 2010.

19 Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for Human Rights (Vienna), European Training and Research Centre for Human Rights and Democracy (Graz), Austrian Institute for Human Rights (Salzburg).


21 CAT/C/AUT/CO/4-5, para 19, 28.

22 A NAP for child rights was developed in 2004, implementation is lacking; the NAP Integration from 2010 uses questionable language and does not replace the missing NAP against racism; a NAP on equality for women and men in the employment sector was adopted in June 2010; the development of a NAP on persons with disabilities is planned for autumn 2010.


24 CCPR Communication, CCPR/C/81/D/1015/2001 (Perterer case).


27 Gender, ethnic origin, religion and belief, age, sexual orientation and disability.
29 Compare on the different ethnic groups, below chapter 9, „minorities. “
31 Cf e.g. Report Hammarberg, CommDH(2007)26, para 44ff, 56ff.
34 ECRi Report, CRI(2010)2, para 71-76.
37 The charity campaign „Licht ins Dunkel” relies on a charity and welfare model based on deficits of impairment, fostering a negative image of persons with disabilities.
45 CRC/C/OPSC/AUT/CO/1, para 6, 7.
50 Definition, sentence, compensation (Article 1 and 4 CAT); universal jurisdiction (Article 5 (2) CAT).
51 Report by the Human Rights Advisory Board’s Commissions 2006, 83.
52 CAT/C/AUT/CO/4-5, para 17.
57 Report Hammarberg, CommDH(2007)26, para 33; Compare, however, awareness raising activities for members of the judiciary on the jurisprudence of the ECtHR on Article 10 ECHR, Report Hammarberg, CommDH(2007)26, para 43.
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